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seeds, grown in Cathay, don't you know ? . . . And brought
from there by a missionary, a Jesuit, in a hollow bamboo
walking-stick. To Lyons. And brought from Lyons to
Jamestown, Virginia. . . . And grown and carded and
spun by that lovely Mrs. Someone or other's five times great-
grandmother. . . . Virginia Dare, I dare say. . . . And
woven and sent back to Westminster for King Charles's
coronation robes. * . . You see . . . civilization flowing
backwards and forwards for ever along the prolonged
oval. . . .
The lady stopped to take a deep breath.
And coming back, she began again, in the form of the
Greek columns that are such a feature of our colonial
mansions. . . , Which, she continued, is only another
proof of Jefferson's wonderful sense of the fitness of things,
... I tell you we're going to get doses of Thomas Jefferson
all the way from here to the Natural Bridge, which Jefferson
got George III to give him just before he rebelled. . . .
Because in origin Greek architecture was a wood, not a
stone architecture at all. , . . And those colonial mansions
when they could not get bricks any more from England
had to be built of wood. . . . And that greatest Small
Producer and carpenter and gadget builder of his country
saw that if he was going to draft the Declaration . . .
How, I asked, did you get hold of that about Greek
architecture having been adapted originally for wood?
You see, Biala addressed the New Yorker, that's how his
mind works. You'd think he couldn't connect his uncle's
hauling tobacco in sleds, and Nimes and Thomas Jefferson
and Madeira and indigo and Charles I, all in one sentence.
But he will and cite them as instances of the Route being
all one civilization.
It isn't, I said, authentically certain that Virginia made
the silk for the coronation robe of Charles I. It's a very old
legend. But it's quite pukka that she made the silk for
Queen Anne's and for the Queen of George III. , . .
Keep him quiet for a couple of minutes, will you? she said
to her accomplice, I've got to have that indigo.
And she started to cable a wire to Lejeune's of Paris. She

